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QUESTION 1

When can an SQL injection attack happen? 

A. When strings of arbitrary length are passed to a database so they can exceed the kength of data type or data field. 

B. When characters or string received from an external source are passed unchanged to a database so they can include
SQL. 

C. When SQL statemens are stored as database content and might be returned unchanged to a client querying the
database. 

D. When database queries of an application are redirected to another server which then receives confidential
information and might return manipulated data. 

E. When an API which causes writes to the database can be triggered remotely without rate limits or other restrictions. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following values would be valid in the FROM statement in a Dockerfile? 

A. file: /tmp/ubuntu/Dockerfile 

B. registry:ubuntu:xenial 

C. docker://ubuntu:xenial 

D. ubuntu:xenial 

E. http://docker.example.com/images/ubuntu-xenial.iso 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What has to be done to configure Filebeat to submit log information to Logstash? (Choose TWO correct answers) 

A. Replace the input section of the Logstash configuration by a filebeat section. 

B. Ad dan output.logstash section to the Filebeat configuration and specify the Logstash server in that section\\'s hosts
attribute. 

C. Install Filebeat on the Logstash server and allow the Linux user running the Filebeat daemon to login to the remote
host via SSH without using a password. 

D. Add a beats section to the input section of the Logstash configuration. 

E. Add the IP address of the Filebeat node to the option accept option in the section acl of the Logstash input
configuration. 
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Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements are true when using continuous deliveryfor an application which is subject to strong
compliance requirements, such as an SLA? (Choose TWO correct answers) 

A. Given a sufficient number of test, continuous deployment has no implications on the compliance of an application. 

B. The deployment to production should be subject to manual review and approval. 

C. Continuous delivery limits the risks associated with deployment by using tested automatic procedures. 

D. Continuous delibery increases the risks associated with deployment and is not suited for compliance critical
applications. 

E. The deployment and release of software does not affect the compliance of an application in general. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

The file myapp.yml exists with the following content: 

version: "3" services: frontend: image: frontend ports:

 "80:80" backend: image: backend deploy: replicas: 2 

Given that file was successfully processed by docker stack deploy myapp -compose--file myapp.yml, which of the
following objects might be created? (Choose THREE correct answers) 

A. An overlay network called myapp_default. 

B. A node called myapp_frontend. 

C. A container called myapp_backend.2.ymia7v7of5g02j3j3i1btt8z. 

D. A volumen called myapp_frontend.1. 

E. A service called myapp_frontend. 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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